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Abstract  22 

Visuo-spatial attentional orienting is fundamental to selectively process behaviorally relevant 23 

information, depending on both low-level visual attributes of stimuli in the environment and 24 

higher-level factors, such as goals, expectations and prior knowledge. Growing evidence suggests 25 

an impact of the locus-cœruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system in attentional orienting that 26 

depends on task-context. Nonetheless, most of previous studies used visual displays 27 

encompassing a target and various distractors, often preceded by cues to orient the attentional 28 

focus. This emphasizes the contribution of goal-driven processes, at the expense of other factors 29 
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related to the stimulus content. Here, we aimed to determine the impact of NE on attentional 30 

orienting in more naturalistic conditions, using complex images and without any explicit task 31 

manipulation. We tested the effects of atomoxetine (ATX) injections, a NE reuptake inhibitor, on 32 

four monkeys during free viewing of images belonging to three categories: landscapes, monkey 33 

faces and scrambled images. Analyses of the gaze exploration patterns revealed, first, that the 34 

monkeys spent more time on each fixation under ATX compared to the control condition, 35 

regardless of the image content. Second, we found that, depending on the image content, ATX 36 

modulated the impact of low-level visual salience on attentional orienting. This effect correlated 37 

with the effect of ATX on the number and duration of fixations. Taken together, our results 38 

demonstrate that ATX adjusts the contribution of salience on attentional orienting depending on 39 

the image content, indicative of its role in balancing the role of stimulus-driven and top-down 40 

control during free viewing of complex stimuli.  41 

 42 

1. Introduction 43 

When exploring the environment, the brain receives a multitude of information of 44 

different modalities. In the visual modality, visuo-spatial attentional orienting is fundamental to 45 

selectively process information, depending on the visual attributes of the elements in the 46 

environment and our goals and needs. Growing evidence suggest an involvement of the locus-47 

cœruleus-norepinephrine (LC-NE) system in attentional orienting (Clark et al., 1989; Coull et al., 48 

2001; Dragone et al., 2018; Reynaud et al., 2019). Using pharmacological agents, these studies 49 

showed that increasing NE transmission improves attentional orienting when the context is 50 

predictive, i.e. when a cue accurately predicts the location of the upcoming target in the large 51 

majority (80%) of the trials (Clark et al., 1989; Coull et al., 2001; Reynaud et al., 2019). Another 52 
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recent study also reported larger increase of pupil diameter, often considered as a proxy of the 53 

LC-NE activity, in predictive contexts, in which the cue accurately predicted the location of the 54 

upcoming target in 80% of the trials, as compared to non-predictive contexts (50%, chance level, 55 

(Dragone et al., 2018)). Taken together, these studies are in favor of a role of NE on visuo-spatial 56 

attentional orienting that depends on the context in which the task is performed. These studies 57 

typically used spatial cueing tasks, in which the focus of attention was explicitly manipulated 58 

using spatial cues predicting the location of the upcoming target. In addition, most of these 59 

studies used simple visual displays, encompassing one target and potentially a distractor, adapted 60 

for laboratory testing. Such settings emphasize the contribution of goal-driven processes limiting 61 

the potential contribution of low-level saliency-driven processes, as well as that of other high-62 

level signals related for example to prior knowledge about scene configuration (Henderson, 2017; 63 

Oliva and Torralba, 2007). 64 

 Here, we aimed to determine the impact of NE in more naturalistic conditions, without 65 

any explicit manipulation of the focus of attention to test for a potential effect of this 66 

neuromodulator on both high-level and saliency-driven attention control. We tested four monkeys 67 

during free viewing of naturalistic images under two conditions: after saline administration, used 68 

as a control condition, and after administration of atomoxetine (ATX), a NE re-uptake inhibitor 69 

that enhances the level of NE in the brain. The animals were presented with static images that 70 

they could freely explore for three seconds, while we measured their gaze position. In order to 71 

manipulate the high-level context, we presented animals with three different categories of 72 

images: intact images, i.e. landscape and monkey face images, and scrambled landscape images. 73 

The scrambled images, which remove the images meaningful information while preserving their 74 
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low-level visual features, were introduced to allow us to disentangle the contribution of low- and 75 

high-level features in the allocation of attention.  76 

We modeled the influence of low-level signals through salience maps that integrate 77 

multiple physical characteristics of the visual images (e.g. color, luminance) (Itti et al., 1998). 78 

Previous studies have unveiled the contribution of salience maps in the spatiotemporal 79 

deployment of attention in natural scenes in humans (Berg et al., 2009; Parkhurst et al., 2002a) 80 

and monkeys (Berg et al., 2009; Berger et al., 2012). Low-level and high-level signals correspond 81 

respectively to bottom-up and top-down influences on attention control (Buschman and Miller, 82 

2007; Corbetta et al., 2008; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). It is thought that the integration of 83 

these different types of information into priority maps guides the allocation of attention (Bisley 84 

and Mirpour, 2019; Itti and Koch, 2000). To the best of our knowledge, no study has explored the 85 

contribution of NE onto these types of influences on visuospatial attentional orienting during free 86 

viewing of naturalistic images.   87 

Here, we investigated the effect of ATX on the total free exploration duration as well as 88 

the number and mean duration of fixations. To assess the degree to which the animals’ gaze was 89 

influenced by salient features in the images such as color, intensity and orientation, i.e. to 90 

estimate bottom-up influences, we computed the saliency map for each image using the Graph-91 

Based Visual Saliency model (GBVS) (Harel et al., 2006). We then compared the mean saliency 92 

of the locations the animals explored in saline versus ATX conditions. Based on the previous 93 

findings about the context-dependent role of NE on attentional orienting discussed above, we 94 

hypothesized that ATX would influence the way the animals orient their attention depending on 95 

the image content. Given the influences of the LC-NE system on sensory regions (Navarra and 96 

Waterhouse, 2019; Waterhouse and Navarra, 2019), including the visual cortex, and on frontal 97 
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regions controlling top-down processes (Arnsten et al., 2012; Berridge and Spencer, 2016), we 98 

further postulated that ATX could influence priority maps during free exploration, hence 99 

affecting both saliency-driven and top-down spatial orienting.   100 

 101 

 102 

2. Methods 103 

2.1. Subjects 104 

Four female rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) aged 5-14 years participated to this study 105 

(monkeys CA, GU, GE and CE). Animals had free access to water and were maintained on a 106 

food regulation schedule, individually optimized to maintain stable motivation across days. This 107 

study was conducted in strict accordance with Directive 2010/63/UE of the European Parliament 108 

and the Council of 22 September 2010 on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes 109 

and approved by the local Committee on the Ethics of Experiments in Animals (C2EA 42 110 

CELYNE). 111 

 112 

2.2. Experimental set-up  113 

Monkeys were seated in a primate chair in a sphinx position, with the head immobilized via a 114 

surgically implanted plastic MRI-compatible head post (CE and GE) or a non-invasive head 115 

restraint helmet (CA and GU) (Hadj-Bouziane et al., 2014), in front of a computer screen 116 

(distance: 57cm). Eye position was sampled at 120 Hz using an infrared pupil tracking system 117 

(ISCAN Raw Eye Movement Data Acquisition Software) interfaced with a program for stimulus 118 

delivery and experimental control (Presentation®).  119 
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 120 

2.3. Free Viewing protocol 121 

Prior to the free viewing protocol, we used a 5-point procedure to calibrate the eye-tracker: the 122 

central point was at the center of the monitor, and the four other points were presented at 10˚ 123 

eccentricity on the right, left, top and bottom from the central point. During the free viewing 124 

protocol, monkeys were first required to fixate a central cross for 500ms to initiate the trial (4° 125 

window for CA and GU; 3° window for GE and CE). Then, one image was presented for 3000ms 126 

and the monkeys were free to explore it. During the inter-trial interval (800 to 1400ms), the 127 

monkeys received a reward regardless of their exploratory pattern during the previous trial.   128 

Each testing session comprised the presentation of 30 images, subdivided into 3 categories: 10 129 

monkey face images (584 x 584 pixels, 10° x 10°), 10 natural landscape images (876 x 584 130 

pixels, 15° x 10°), and 10 scrambled landscape images (876 x 584 pixels, 15° x 10°). Each 131 

category comprised 5 original images and 5 horizontally flipped images, in order to control for 132 

possible biases in the lateralized distribution of objects or salient features across the images (see 133 

figure 1A for an example of images presented in one testing session). The monkey face images 134 

were the same across all sessions, whereas new landscape and scrambled images were presented 135 

at every session. Within each session, the order of the stimuli (and categories) presentation was 136 

randomized. Monkey face images were collected from the internet (criteria: rhesus macaque face 137 

with a neutral emotion) and the landscape images were drawn from the MIT places database 138 

(from 2 categories: badland and cabin outdoor) (Zhou et al., 2017, 2014). The scrambled 139 

landscape images were generated by taking the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the natural 140 

landscape images, scrambling the phase, and then taking the inverse Fourier transform. This 141 

preserves the second order statistics of the images, while interfering with higher-order statistics 142 

and - most importantly - making the image content undecipherable.  143 
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2.4. Drug administration 144 

Once the animals were familiarized with the free viewing protocol and accustomed to 145 

intramuscular injections (using positive reinforcement training (Coleman et al., 2008)), 146 

atomoxetine (ATX, Tocris Bioscience, Ellisville, MO) and saline (control) administration 147 

sessions began. ATX is a potent NE reuptake inhibitor, as shown in previous studies (Bymaster et 148 

al., 2002; Koda et al., 2010). We chose the smallest efficient doses reported in our and others' 149 

previous studies conducted in monkeys (Gamo et al., 2010; Carole Guedj et al., 2017b; Guedj et 150 

al., 2019; Reynaud et al., 2019). Each experiment started with one week of saline administration, 151 

followed by 2 or 4 weeks of testing with increasing doses of ATX (one dose per week): 0.5mg/kg 152 

and 1mg/kg (GE and CE) or 0.1mg/kg, 0.5mg/kg, 1mg/kg and 1.5mg/kg (CA and GU. ATX or 153 

saline was administered intramuscularly 30 min prior to testing. In total, for each animal, we 154 

collected 3 to 5 sessions with each dose of ATX and 3 to 5 sessions of saline condition.  155 

 156 

2.5. Data analysis 157 

The data were analyzed separately for each monkey. Eye movements were visually 158 

inspected with a customized toolbox implemented in MATLAB. Eye movements were recorded 159 

during the fixation and stimulus presentation period. To adjust the eye position with the center of 160 

the stimulus, we subtracted from each sample collected during the image presentation its 161 

baseline, i.e. the mean eye position during the fixation period. 162 

2.5.1. Pupil diameter 163 

 We computed the averaged normalized pupil diameter in the fixation period (500ms before the 164 

image onset), for each animal and each pharmacological condition. For each trial, the mean pupil 165 
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diameter across this 500ms window was divided by the root mean square separately for each 166 

animal. These measures were then compared across pharmacological conditions. 167 

 168 

2.5.2. Explorations parameters  169 

First, we calculated the total duration of the exploration as the percentage of time that monkeys 170 

spent exploring the image per trial, i.e. the number of samples recorded inside the stimulus-image 171 

(±2°) divided by the total number of samples recorded during image presentation. Then, we 172 

defined fixation events, using EyeMMV toolbox implemented in MATLAB (Krassanakis et al., 173 

2014), as eye positions lasting at least 70ms within a location of 1.2° of radius. The first fixation 174 

was excluded from the analysis as it was a direct consequence of the preceding central fixation 175 

period. All fixations which fell outside the image were excluded from the analysis (±2° 176 

tolerance). We calculated the fixation number per trial and the duration of each fixation.  177 

To assess the effects of ATX on the exploration parameters, we calculated for each trial 178 

within each category of images the difference between the mean fixation duration or number of 179 

fixations in ATX and saline conditions: 180 

∆Fixation_Duration =
Fixation_Duration ATX � mean Fixation_Duration Saline

|mean Fixation_Duration Saline|
×100 

∆Fixation_Number  =
Fixation_Number ATX � mean Fixation_Number Saline

|mean Fixation_Number Saline|
×100 

 181 

 182 
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2.5.3. Computation of the saliency-related fixations  183 

We used the Graph-Based Visual Saliency model (GBVS) (Harel et al., 2006) to compute the 184 

saliency map of each image. The objective was to determine the impact of image salience on gaze 185 

orienting, which reflects the contribution of low-level sensory signals to attention control (Itti and 186 

Koch, 2000). This model uses a graph-based approach to obtain a saliency map that is dependent 187 

on global information. First, the feature maps are computed based on three dimensions (color, 188 

intensity and orientation). Then, activation maps are computed as a directional graph with edge 189 

weights depending on the dissimilarity or closeness of neighborhood nodes. Moreover, a distance 190 

penalty function is applied, so that nodes which are distant only weakly interact. These activation 191 

maps were then normalized to concentrate activation into a few key locations, and further 192 

combined into saliency maps (figure 1B). Based on these saliency maps, we calculated the mean 193 

saliency corresponding to each map and the mean saliency at each fixation (saliency-related 194 

fixations). We observed that the mean saliency was significantly different depending on the 195 

image category (χ²(2)=641.2, p<0.001). Specifically, the saliency was higher for the scrambled 196 

images compared to the intact images (landscape vs. scrambled: |t|(27)=16, p<0.001; scrambled vs. 197 

monkey face: |t|(27)=25, p<0.001), and the saliency was higher for the landscape images compared 198 

to the monkey face images (|t|(27)=9, p<0.001). For the saliency-related fixations, we calculated 199 

the mean value of saliency inside a square of 2° around the center of each fixation. The first 200 

fixation and all fixations outside the image were excluded from the analysis (±2° tolerance). 201 

Then, to assess the effects of ATX on the saliency-related fixations accounting for the image 202 

category bias in mean saliency, we normalized the saliency-related fixations by computing for 203 

each trial within each category of images the difference between the mean saliency-related 204 

fixations in ATX and saline conditions: 205 
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∆saliency  =
saliency‐related �ixations ATX � mean saliency-related fixations Saline

|mean saliency-related fixations Saline|
×100 

2.6. Statistical analysis 206 

We used linear mixed models (using the ‘lme4’ package for R, (Bates et al., 2014))  to examine 207 

the effect of ATX on the different dependent measures described above, for each monkey. As a 208 

first step, we defined a model containing the most appropriate random effects (i.e. grouping 209 

factors and hierarchical structure of the data). Random effects were thus introduced sequentially, 210 

and their effect on model fit was assessed through Likelihood Ratio Tests (LRT): residuals of 211 

each model were compared, and the one with significantly lower deviance as assessed by a chi-212 

squared test was chosen (Supplementary Table S1). We then tested the effect of the 213 

pharmacological condition and image category as fixed factors to evaluate the effect of ATX on 214 

the exploration duration, fixation number and fixation duration. Finally, post-hoc comparisons 215 

were carried out using pairwise comparisons through the ‘lsmeans’ package for R (Lenth, 2016), 216 

(p-adjusted with false discovery rate method (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995)) to assess the 217 

effect of the different doses of ATX and the different categories of images.  218 

Then, we used one-sample t-tests to determine whether the ∆saliency differed significantly from 219 

0 in the ATX condition, i.e. to determine the influence of the different doses of ATX on saliency-220 

related fixations with respect to the saline condition. To test the relationship between the 221 

saliency-related fixations in ATX and saline conditions, we used Spearman's correlation tests 222 

including all monkeys to assess the correlation between the mean saliency-related fixations in 223 

saline condition and ∆saliency. Finally, we tested the relationship between ∆saliency and 224 

∆Fixation_duration or ∆Fixation_number using a Spearman's correlation test including all 225 

monkeys.  226 
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 227 

 228 

Figure 1. Image categories and GBVS model. A: Example of images presented during one 229 

testing session. Each testing session comprised the presentation of 30 images of 3 different 230 

categories: 10 monkey faces, 10 natural landscape images and 10 scrambled landscape images. 231 

Each category comprised 5 original images and 5 horizontally flipped images. B: To compute the 232 

image saliency map, we used the Graph-Based Visual Saliency model (Harel et al., 2006). This 233 

model computes the activation maps based on several features (color, intensity and orientation), 234 

normalizes them, and finally combines all the maps into one single saliency map. 235 

 236 

 237 
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3. Results 238 

3.1. Effect of ATX on pupil diameter (Figure 2) 239 

To estimate the effect of ATX injection on LC-NE activity, we measured pupil diameter during 240 

the fixation period (500ms before the image onset). We found a significant main effect of 241 

pharmacological condition on pupil diameter in all monkeys (χ²(4)=697.9, p<0.001 for CA, 242 

χ²(4)=1004.3, p<0.001 for GU, χ²(2)=89.8, p<0.001 for CE, χ²(2)=46.1, p<0.001 for GE). All doses 243 

of ATX significantly increased pupil diameter compared to the saline condition (CA: |t|(608.3)=4.6, 244 

p<0.001 with 0.1mg/kg, |t|(608.3)=11.6, p<0.001 with 0.5mg/kg, |t|(473.1)=15.4, p<0.001 with 245 

1mg/kg, |t|(608.3)=21.6, p<0.001 with 1.5mg/kg; GU: |t|(711)=4, p<0.001 with 0.1mg/kg, |t|(711)=13, 246 

p<0.001 with 0.5mg/kg, |t|(712.3)=18.2, p<0.001 with 1mg/kg  |t|(711)=27.8, p<0.001 with 1.5mg/kg; 247 

CE: |t|(443)=2.8, p=0.005 with 0.5mg/kg, |t|(437.4)=9.2, p<0.001 with 1mg/kg; GE: |t|(443)=4.8, 248 

p<0.001 with 0.5mg/kg, |t|(424.2)=6.4, p<0.001 with 1mg/kg). Note that the effect size (computed 249 

as the difference between the mean pupil diameter in saline and ATX conditions) induced by 250 

ATX injection on pupil diameter differed between monkeys. Specifically, the increase of pupil 251 

diameter induced by ATX was lower for GE (maximum increase of 0.03 with 1mg/kg of ATX) 252 

compared to the other monkeys (1.0mg/kg of ATX: CA: 0.13 , GU: 0.13 , CE: 0.08). 253 

 254 
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  255 

Figure 2. ATX effect on pupil diameter. For each animal and each pharmacological condition, 256 

we computed the averaged normalized (mean divided by the root mean square) pupil diameter 257 

(mean ± s.e.) during the fixation period (500ms before the image onset). ATX significantly 258 

increased pupil diameter as a function of the dose, in all monkeys, during the fixation period. 259 

**:p-value < 0.01; ***:p-value < 0.001.  260 

 261 

3.2. Effect of ATX on the exploration parameters  262 

To determine whether ATX injection modulates monkeys' exploration behavior, we tested the 263 

effect of ATX on duration of exploration, duration of fixations and number of fixations. These 264 

results are summarized in Table 1 (see supplementary table S2 for more details). The most 265 

consistent effect of ATX across animals concerned the fixation duration (Figure 3). We found a 266 

significant main effect of pharmacological condition on fixation duration for 3 out of 4 monkeys 267 

(χ²(4)=10.7, p=0.03 for CA, χ²(4)=17.3, p=0.001 for GU and χ²(2)=21.5, p<0.001 for CE). Note that 268 

for monkey GE, with the lowest increase of pupil diameter after ATX injection, ATX did not 269 
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impact fixation duration. ATX significantly increased the fixation duration in the other 3 270 

monkeys (CA: |z|=4.1, p<0.001 with ATX 1mg/kg; GU: |z|=9.1, p<0.001 with ATX 0.5mg/kg, 271 

|z|=5.2, p<0.001 with ATX 1mg/kg, |z|=4.5, p<0.001 ATX 1.5mg/kg; CE: |t|(2690)=12.1, p<0.001 272 

with ATX 0.5mg/kg). This effect was accompanied by a significant interaction between 273 

pharmacological condition and image category for two monkeys (χ²(8)=20.9, p=0.007 for GU and 274 

χ²(4)=61.9, p<0.001 for CE). Specifically, for monkey CE, fixation duration increased for monkey 275 

faces (t(2694)=-8.3, p<0.001) and scrambled landscape images (|t|(2692)=9.9, p<0.001) with ATX 276 

0.5mg/kg whereas it decreased for landscapes (|t|(2681)=2.8, p=0.008) and scrambled landscape 277 

images (|t|(2700)=2.2, p=0.02) with ATX 1.0mg/kg. For monkey GU, fixation duration overall 278 

increased most consistently with ATX 0.5 mg/kg, in which the effect was detected for all image 279 

categories (|z|=7.4, p<0.001 for monkey face, |z|=3.4, p=0.003 for landscape and |z|=4.6, p<0.001 280 

for scrambled landscape). Other doses were also associated with increased fixation duration, but 281 

less consistently across image categories (0.1mg/kg: |z|=2.1, p=0.04 for monkey face; 1mg/kg: 282 

|z|=4.7, p<0.001 for monkey face; 1.5mg/kg: |z|=2.4, p=0.02 for monkey face, |z|=3.3, p=0.003 283 

for scrambled landscape). In summary, the effect of the different doses of ATX on fixation 284 

duration varied across animals. For each animal, a given dose of ATX tended to enhance more 285 

effectively the fixation duration as compared to the other doses, without any systematic bias for a 286 

given category. For monkeys GU and CE, this effect was found with the ATX dose of 0.5mg/kg. 287 

For monkey CA, this effect was found with a higher dose of ATX, that is 1mg/kg. 288 
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 289 

Figure 3. ATX effect on fixation duration. For each animal, each pharmacological condition 290 

and each image category, we computed the averaged normalized (mean divided by the root mean 291 

square) fixation duration (mean ± s.e.). Our results show that ATX increased the fixation duration 292 

for 3 out of 4 monkeys. *:p-value<0.05; **:p-value<0.01; ***:p-value<0.001. 293 

 294 

The other exploration parameters, i.e. exploration duration and fixation number, were also 295 

impacted by ATX injections for two monkeys (CE and GE). Depending of the dose of ATX, the 296 

exploration duration was either increased (CE with 0.5mg/kg: |t|(436)=2.3, p=0.02 for scrambled 297 

landscape, |t|(436)=2.1, p=0.03 for monkey face; GE with 1mg/kg: |t|(439.6)=4.5, p<0.001 for all 298 

image categories) or decreased (CE with 1mg/kg: |t|(439.7)=4.2, p<0.001 for landscape, |t|(439.7)=3.4, 299 

p=0.001 for scrambled landscape, |t|(439.7)=4, p<0.001 for monkey face; GE with 0.5mg/kg: 300 

|t|(436)=2.7, p=0.006 for all image categories) compared to the saline condition. The fixation 301 
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number decreased with 0.5mg/kg of ATX for monkeys CE (|t|(431)=2.8, p=0.01 for landscape, 302 

|t|(431)=6.1, p<0.001 for scrambled landscape and |t|(431)=5.4, p<0.001 for monkey face) and GE 303 

(|t|(433)=2.2, p=0.03 for all image categories), and with 1mg/kg for monkey face images for 304 

monkey CE (|t|(433)=3.3, p=0.002). For monkey GE, the fixation number increased with 1mg/kg of 305 

ATX (|t|(437)=3.9, p<0.001 for all image categories).  306 

 307 

3.3. Effect of ATX on saliency-related fixations  308 

Using the Graph-Based Visual Saliency model (Harel et al., 2006), we obtained the saliency map 309 

for each image, that reflects low-level features of the image in terms of three features (namely 310 

color, intensity and orientation). The saliency map is thus independent from monkeys’ behavior, 311 

rather depending on objective physical properties of the images. To investigate the impact of 312 

saliency on attentional orientating during free exploration, we computed the saliency-related 313 

fixations, corresponding to the mean value of saliency for each location the animals fixated.  314 

Our results show that, in the saline condition, the animals’ gaze was differently guided by the 315 

saliency of the images, depending on the image category (Figure 4A). Specifically, the saliency-316 

related fixations were higher for scrambled landscapes compared to intact landscapes and/or 317 

monkey face images for all monkeys (scrambled vs. intact landscape: |t|=3.1, p=0.002 for CA; 318 

|t|=5.2, p<0.001 for CE; |t|=7.3, p<0.001 for GE; scrambled landscape vs. face: |t|=7.3, p<0.001 319 

for CA, |t|=5.3, p<0.001 for GU; |t|=10.1, p<0.001 for CE; |t|=8.1, p<0.001 for GE). The effect of 320 

ATX on saliency-related fixations was further assessed after normalizing the data (∆saliency, see 321 

Methods section) to account for the image category bias (see methods) in mean saliency and 322 

saliency-related fixations in the saline condition. A ∆saliency above zero or below zero 323 

represents respectively, an increase or a decrease of saliency-related fixations following ATX 324 
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injection. For scrambled images, the ∆saliency was significantly higher than zero for three 325 

monkeys with at least one dose of ATX (CA: |t|(49)=2.3, p=0.02 for 0.1mg/kg; GU: |t|(49)=3.5, 326 

p<0.001 for 0.1mg/kg; CE: |t|(47)=4.9, p<0.001 for 0.5mg/kg, |t|(48)=4.6, p<0.001 for 1mg/kg). The 327 

other monkey exhibited a decrease of ∆saliency for scrambled images (GE: |t|(46)=5.8, p<0.001 328 

for 0.5mg/kg). On the contrary, ATX significantly decreased saliency-related fixations for intact 329 

images (landscapes and monkey faces) in two animals with at least one dose of ATX (CA: 330 

landscape: |t|(49)=2.9, p=0.006 for 1.5mg/kg; monkey face: |t|(49)=2.5, p=0.01 for 0.5mg/kg, 331 

|t|(28)=3.7, p<0.001 for 1mg/kg, |t|(49)=7.1, p<0.001 for 1.5mg/kg; GU: landscape: |t|(39)=2.3, 332 

p=0.02 for 1mg/kg; monkey face: |t|(49)=4.7, p<0.001 for 0.5mg/kg, |t|(39)=2.9, p=0.005 for 333 

1mg/kg, |t|(49)=5.8, p<0.001 for 1.5mg/kg). The two other monkeys exhibited no effect of ATX 334 

for landscape images and an increase of saliency-related fixations for monkey face images (CE: 335 

|t|(49)=3.1, p=0.003 for 0.5mg/kg; GE: |t|(49)=2, p=0.048 for 0.5mg/kg). In summary, these results 336 

show that ATX modulated the animals’ exploration pattern based on the images category even 337 

after accounting for the difference of mean saliency between the three image-categories 338 

(∆saliency)  (Supplementary Table S3). 339 

To further characterize the effect of ATX, we examined the relationship between the 340 

saliency-related fixations in the saline condition and the ∆saliency for all doses of ATX. As 341 

illustrated in figure 4B, the difference in saliency-related fixations between ATX and saline 342 

conditions (∆saliency) positively correlated with the mean saliency-related fixations in the saline 343 

condition (p=0.006, r=0.45). This result indicates that under ATX, the animals’ fixation pattern 344 

follows the same trend as that observed in the saline condition, with a stronger difference 345 

between images categories. ATX strengthened the exploratory pattern difference between image 346 

categories observed in the saline condition. In other words, ATX strengthen the contribution of 347 
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saliency-driven gaze orienting when exploration in the control condition entails a high degree of 348 

saliency-driven orienting (scrambled landscape images) while ATX reduced the involvement of 349 

saliency-driven gaze orienting when exploration in the control condition entails a lower degree of 350 

saliency-driven gaze orienting (intact monkey face and landscape images).  351 

Finally, to assess the link between the effect of ATX on exploration parameters and 352 

saliency-driven orienting, we examined the relationship between the ∆saliency and the 353 

∆fixation_number or ∆fixation_duration for all doses of ATX. We found that the ∆saliency was 354 

positively correlated with the ∆fixation_number (p=0.02, r=0.32), i.e. the effect of ATX on the 355 

number of fixations. This relationship was present for all ATX doses and the slope of all these 356 

correlations tended to increase with the dose of ATX (but not with ATX 0.5 mg/kg where the 357 

pattern was reversed) (figure 4C). On the contrary, the ∆saliency was negatively correlated with 358 

the ∆fixation_duration, i.e. the effect of ATX on the duration of fixations, only for the highest 359 

common dose, i.e. 1.0mg/kg of ATX (p=0.014, r=-0.69) (figure 4D). In other words, under ATX, 360 

a larger number of fixations was associated with more saliency-related fixations, while longer 361 

fixations were associated with less saliency-related fixations. 362 

To sum up, ATX modulated the contribution of saliency-driven gaze orienting, quantified as the 363 

image-salience at each fixation (i.e. saliency-related fixations) depending on the image-category. 364 

Moreover, we found that the influence of ATX on saliency-driven gaze orienting correlated with 365 

the number and duration of fixations. Under ATX, depending on the image category, the animals 366 

either made more fixations of shorter duration to salient locations (in scrambled images), or less 367 

fixations with longer duration to salient locations (in intact monkey face and landscape images). 368 

Together, these results suggest that ATX modulated the contribution of low-level salience on 369 

attentional orienting as a function of the image category.  370 
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 371 

Figure 4. The effect of ATX on saliency-related fixations. A: For each monkey and each image 372 

category, we computed the saliency-related fixations in the saline condition. Our results show 373 

that the saliency-related fixations were higher for scrambled landscape compared to landscape 374 

and/or monkey face images for all monkeys. B: For each animal, each pharmacological and each 375 

image category, we computed the ∆saliency as the difference between the saliency-related 376 

fixations in ATX and saline conditions. Our results show that ATX-induced changes in the 377 

saliency-related fixations was correlated with the saliency-related fixations in the saline condition 378 

with ATX 1.0mg/kg or combining all doses together (grey area, 95% CI combining all doses). C: 379 

For each animal, each pharmacological condition and each image category, we computed the 380 

∆number, as the difference between the fixations number in ATX and saline conditions. Our 381 

results show that ATX-induced changes in the saliency-related fixations was correlated with 382 

changes in the number of fixations with ATX 1.0mg/kg or combining all doses together (grey 383 

area, 95% CI combining all doses). D: For each animal, each pharmacological condition and each 384 

image category, we computed the ∆duration, as the difference between the fixation duration in 385 

ATX and saline conditions. Our results show that ATX-induced changes in the saliency-related 386 

fixations was correlated with changes in the duration of fixations with ATX 1.0mg/kg. *:p-387 

value<0.05; **:p-value<0.01. 388 
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4. Discussion 389 

We tested the impact of ATX, a NE reuptake inhibitor that increases NE availability in the brain, 390 

on attentional orienting during image exploration in four monkeys. First, we found that ATX 391 

impacted the way monkeys explored the images. The monkeys consistently spent more time on 392 

each fixation under ATX as compared to the control condition. Second, we found that ATX 393 

modulated the contribution of low-level signaling on spatial orienting, measured as the saliency-394 

related fixations. Specifically, when exploration in the saline condition implies a high degree of 395 

saliency-driven orienting, i.e. for scrambled landscape images, ATX strengthen the saliency-396 

driven orienting, while when exploration in the saline condition implies a low level of saliency-397 

driven orienting, i.e. for monkey face and landscape images, ATX reduced the involvement of 398 

saliency-driven orienting. Moreover, this effect of ATX on saliency-driven orienting correlated 399 

with the effect of ATX on the number and duration of fixations. Our results suggest that NE 400 

adjusts the type of attentional orienting to the environment to explore.  401 

 402 

4.1. Boosting NE transmission increases fixation duration regardless of the images content. 403 

We assessed the impact of ATX on the exploration pattern by measuring the total duration of 404 

exploration as well as the number and duration of fixations. We found that ATX consistently 405 

increases the fixation duration during the exploration of the different image categories (for 3 out 406 

of 4 monkeys). This effect varied as a function of the ATX dose and across individuals. This 407 

ATX dose-dependent effect was also found in the pupil diameter, with inter-individual 408 

variability. In summary, ATX increased pupil size for the three monkeys that showed an increase 409 

of duration of fixations while the pupil size was only slightly increased for the monkey that 410 
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showed no effect of ATX injection on duration of fixations. While, we did not find any 411 

significant correlation between pupil size changes and fixation duration, the inter-individual 412 

variability induced by ATX might be related to differences in genetic determinants, in particular 413 

in a NE transporter gene (Greene et al., 2009; Hart et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2006; Whelan et al., 414 

2012), and differences in neuronal and synaptic properties in response to neuromodulators 415 

(Hamood and Marder, 2014). Many studies showed that the duration of fixations varies with the 416 

image content (Rayner, 2009, 1998). For example, it has been shown that the duration of fixation 417 

was longer for atypical objects (Henderson et al., 1999) or when the scene luminance was 418 

decreased (Henderson et al., 2012; Loftus, 1985; Walshe and Nuthmann, 2014). When reading 419 

words, the fixation duration can be affected by different properties of words, such as their 420 

frequency, their predictability or their length (Kliegl et al., 2006; Reichle et al., 1998). The 421 

fixation duration reflects both visual and cognitive processing. Two possible interpretations can 422 

explain the increase of fixation duration after ATX injection. It can either reflect a slowdown of 423 

information processing, thus leading to longer fixations to process visual information, or it can 424 

reflect a deeper processing of visual information. On the basis of the facilitating effect of NE on 425 

sensory signal processing through an improvement of the signal-noise ratio in sensory cortex (C 426 

Guedj et al., 2017; Linster, 2019; Linster and Escanilla, 2019; Navarra and Waterhouse, 2019; 427 

Waterhouse and Navarra, 2019), we deem the first interpretation as unlikely. This role of the LC-428 

NE system has been documented for the different sensory systems, visual (Navarra et al., 2013), 429 

auditory (Martins and Froemke, 2015), olfactory (Linster, 2019) and somatosensory system 430 

(Devilbiss and Waterhouse, 2004). Instead, the interpretation in terms of a deeper processing is 431 

more plausible. This increase in the duration of fixation was observed for all image categories 432 

tested, i.e. intact and scrambled landscapes and monkey faces, which leads us assuming an 433 

overall deeper processing of visual information regardless of the orienting process engaged 434 
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during exploration. In other words, our results suggested that, in a free exploration context 435 

without any task requirement, ATX promotes a slower but more detailed visual processing of the 436 

environment (Glaholt and Reingold, 2012; Velichkovsky et al., 2000). 437 

 438 

4.2. Boosting NE transmission adjusts the attentional orienting to the image content. 439 

During free exploration, overt attentional orienting inferred from gaze position can either be 440 

driven by low-level physical characteristics of the image or by higher-order signals such as the 441 

subjects’ preferences or interests, etc. To assess the degree of attentional capture induced by 442 

physical characteristics of the image, we computed the saliency map for each image based on 443 

their low-level features, i.e. color, intensity and orientation (Harel et al., 2006). Note that the 444 

animals viewed different intact and scrambled landscapes images every day, yet the same 445 

monkey face images were presented every day across all sessions. It is thus possible that 446 

familiarity with these latter images could differently impact the effect of ATX on gaze position. 447 

Despite this limitation, and as expected, in the saline condition we found that the animals’ gaze 448 

orientating was influenced by the level of saliency in the image [e.g. 50–52]. In the scrambled 449 

landscapes, with a higher mean saliency, the locations that the monkeys fixated were more salient 450 

compared to the intact images (landscape and monkey faces). We found that ATX strengthened 451 

this pattern. Specifically, for scrambled images, ATX increased the saliency-related fixations (for 452 

three monkeys) whereas for intact images (landscape and monkey faces), ATX decreased the 453 

saliency-related fixations (for two monkeys). In addition, a positive correlation was found 454 

between the effect of ATX on saliency-related fixations (∆saliency) and the influence of saliency 455 

on gaze orienting in control condition (saliency-related fixations in the saline condition), which 456 

depends on the image category. In other word, ATX modulated the contribution of both types of 457 
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orienting processes, i.e. saliency-driven and top-down-driven orienting, during image 458 

exploration. As discussed below, this finding fits with an increasing number of studies 459 

demonstrating the impact of NE onto sensory and high-level processes to shape behavior.  460 

On the one hand, accumulating evidence has documented NE influences on sensory 461 

(bottom-up) processes, even at very early stages of sensory signal processing, improving the 462 

signal-noise ratio in sensory cortex in response to incoming stimuli of the environment (Navarra 463 

and Waterhouse, 2019; Waterhouse and Navarra, 2019). Recent studies showed that manipulating 464 

the NE level in humans modulates their perceptual sensitivity to detect a visual target (Gelbard-465 

Sagiv et al., 2018; Guedj et al., 2019), and this effect reflected changes in evoked potentials and 466 

fMRI signals in the visual cortex (Gelbard-Sagiv et al., 2018). Another recent study showed that 467 

boosting the NE transmission in monkeys speeded up the target detection through a faster 468 

accumulation rate of sensory information (Reynaud et al., 2019). At rest, ATX was also found to 469 

reduce the functional correlation strength within sensory networks and to modify the functional 470 

connectivity between the LC and the fronto-parietal attention network (C Guedj et al., 2017; 471 

Carole Guedj et al., 2017a), involved in visuo-spatial orienting (Corbetta et al., 2008).  472 

On the other hand, the LC-NE system is proposed to promote behavioral flexibility in 473 

order to adapt and optimize behavior depending on the contingencies of the environment (Aston-474 

Jones et al., 1999; Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Bouret and Sara, 2005), thus suggesting an 475 

impact of LC-NE system in high-level (top-down) processes. For example, the LC-NE system 476 

improves the ability to adapt behavior after a change in the rule in a set-shifting task in rats (Cain 477 

et al., 2011; McGaughy et al., 2008; Newman et al., 2008). A recent study also highlighted a 478 

context-dependent effect of the NE system, inferred from the pupil diameter, often considered as 479 

a proxy of the LC-NE activity: the authors reported larger diameter of the pupil in highly 480 
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predictive contexts as compared to non-predictive contexts (Dragone et al., 2018). These context-481 

dependent effects could result from the action of LC-NE system on prefrontal cortex that guides 482 

top-down driven behavior (Berridge and Spencer, 2016; Robbins and Arnsten, 2009).  483 

Our results further reveal correlations between the effect of ATX on the saliency-related 484 

fixations and the effect of ATX on two exploration parameters, i.e. number and duration of 485 

fixations. Specifically, when ATX increased the saliency-related fixations, especially for 486 

scrambled images, it correlated with an increased number of fixations, and tended to increase 487 

fixation duration. By contrast, when ATX decreased the saliency-related fixations, especially for 488 

intact images, it correlated with a reduced number of fixations and longer fixation durations. This 489 

result suggests that ATX adjusts the attentional orienting to the image content. ATX strengthened 490 

the difference between the two types of attentional orienting observed in the saline condition: an 491 

automatic saliency-driven attention orienting, based on the physical properties of the images, and 492 

a more voluntary top-down- driven orienting, based on the subjects' preferences and interests. 493 

These ATX-induced changes in attentional orienting could reflect a modulation of priority maps, 494 

a neural representation combining information of low-level saliency and top-down control. The 495 

LC-NE system could potentially act on the different brain areas involved in the computation of 496 

these priority maps (Bisley and Goldberg, 2010; Bisley and Mirpour, 2019; Fecteau and Munoz, 497 

2006; Marsman et al., 2016; Mazer and Gallant, 2003; Mo et al., 2018) to bias information 498 

prioritization depending on the environment and adjust attentional orienting. As such, the LC-NE 499 

system would be in an ideal position to fine-tune behavior in order to appropriately and optimally 500 

respond to the environment and promote behavioral flexibility (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; 501 

Navarra and Waterhouse, 2019).   502 
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In conclusion, our results reveal that, in naturalistic conditions, inhibiting the reuptake of 503 

norepinephrine with ATX injection adjusts the contribution of low-level salience on attentional 504 

orienting depending on the high-level image content. These results suggest that norepinephrine 505 

play a role in weighing the contribution of stimulus-driven and top-down control on attentional 506 

orienting.  507 
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Table 1. 734 

 
 Total duration Fixation number Fixation duration 

  ATX01 ATX05 ATX10 ATX15 ATX01 ATX05 ATX10 ATX15 ATX01 ATX05 ATX10 ATX15 

CA 

Monkey face - - - - - - - - 

- - ↗* - 
Landscape - - - - - - - - 

Scrambled 
landscape 

- - - - - - - - 

GU 

Monkey face - - - - - - - - ↗ ↗ ↗ ↗ 

Landscape - - - - - - - - - ↗ - ↗ 

Scrambled 
landscape 

- - - - - - - - - ↗ - - 

CE 

Monkey face NA NA ↗ ↘ NA NA ↘ ↘ NA NA ↗ - 

Landscape NA NA - ↘ NA NA ↘ - NA NA - ↘ 

Scrambled 
landscape 

NA NA ↗ ↘ NA NA ↘ - NA NA ↗ ↘ 

GE 

Monkey face NA NA 

↘* ↗* 

NA NA 

↘* ↗* 

NA NA 

- - 
Landscape NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Scrambled 
landscape 

NA NA NA NA NA NA 

 735 

 736 

Legends 737 

Table 1. Effect of ATX on the exploration parameters. Results of pairwise comparisons 738 

between the saline and the doses of ATX with corrections for multiple comparisons (see 739 

supplementary table S2 for more details). ↗ or ↘: significant increase or decrease, respectively, 740 

after ATX administration; *: no significant interaction between pharmacological condition and image 741 

category; -: no significant main effect of pharmacological condition and no interaction between 742 

pharmacological condition and image category; NA: not applicable. Overall, ATX modulates all 743 

exploration parameters and the most consistent effect was found for the fixation duration. 744 

 745 
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Figure 1. Image categories and GBVS model. A: Example of images presented during one 746 

testing session. Each testing session comprised the presentation of 30 images of 3 different 747 

categories: 10 monkey faces, 10 natural landscape images and 10 scrambled landscape images. 748 

Each category comprised 5 original images and 5 horizontally flipped images. B: To compute the 749 

image saliency map, we used the Graph-Based Visual Saliency model (GBVS, (Harel et al., 750 

2006)). This model computes the activation maps based on several features (color, intensity and 751 

orientation), normalizes them, and finally combines all the maps into one single saliency map. 752 

 753 

Figure 2. ATX effect on pupil diameter. For each animal and each pharmacological condition, 754 

we computed the averaged normalized (mean divided by the root mean square) pupil diameter 755 

(mean ± s.e.) during the fixation period (500ms before the image onset). ATX significantly 756 

increased pupil diameter as a function of the dose, in all monkeys, during the fixation period. 757 

**:p-value < 0.01; ***:p-value < 0.001 758 

 759 

Figure 3. ATX effect on fixation duration. For each animal, each pharmacological condition 760 

and each image category, we computed the averaged normalized (mean divided by the root mean 761 

square) fixation duration (mean ± s.e.). Our results show that ATX increased the fixation 762 

duration for 3 out of 4 monkeys. *:p-value<0.05; **:p-value<0.01; ***:p-value<0.001. 763 

 764 

Figure 4. The effect of ATX on saliency-related fixations. A: For each monkey and each image 765 

category, we computed the saliency-related fixations in the saline condition. Our results show 766 

that the saliency-related fixations were higher for scrambled landscape compared to landscape 767 
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and/or monkey face images for all monkeys. B: For each animal, each pharmacological and each 768 

image category, we computed the ∆saliency as the difference between the saliency-related 769 

fixations in ATX and saline conditions. Our results show that ATX-induced changes in the 770 

saliency-related fixations was correlated with the saliency-related fixations in the saline condition 771 

with ATX 1.0mg/kg or combining all doses together (grey area, 95% CI combining all doses). C: 772 

For each animal, each pharmacological condition and each image category, we computed the 773 

∆number, as the difference between the fixations number in ATX and saline conditions. Our 774 

results show that ATX-induced changes in the saliency-related fixations was correlated with 775 

changes in the number of fixations with ATX 1.0mg/kg or combining all doses together (grey 776 

area, 95% CI combining all doses). D: For each animal, each pharmacological condition and each 777 

image category, we computed the ∆duration, as the difference between the fixation duration in 778 

ATX and saline conditions. Our results show that ATX-induced changes in the saliency-related 779 

fixations was correlated with changes in the duration of fixations with ATX 1.0mg/kg. *:p-780 

value<0.05; **:p-value<0.01. 781 
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